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SHOUT OUT! 

 
To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 
 

IONDIVVY 

https://www.patreon.com/ionDivvy 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do it’s utmost to make sure your journey through the 
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for 
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

[Sexe+/-] Points for being sexy. 

[BHorny] Points for making boys horny. 

[Perv+/-] Points for being perverted. 

[Exh+/-] Points for exhibitionism. 

[Inn+/-] Points for innocence. 

[Misc+/-] Misc points not covered in other categories explained by name. 

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 
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Prologue 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Tease them more.    [BHorny+1] 

 B) That’s enough for now.   [Inn+1] 

Note: You will obtain [Sexe+1] & [Perv+1]by default. 

Basement 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Absolutely.     [MMotive+1] 

 B) I’m not sure… 

Studio 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Sexy pose.     [MSeduct+1] 

 B) Cute pose.     [Inn+1] 

Basement 

4. Choose one: 

 A) Why not?     [Sexe+1] [BHorny+1]  

 B) Nah. I’m not in the mood.   [Inn+1] 

Studio 

5. Choose one: 

 A) Tell him the truth.    [MSeduct+1] 

 B) Brush off his comment.   [Inn+1] 

Note: You will obtain [Perv+1]by default. 
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Sidewalk 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Yes. 

 I want more.    [Sexe+1] [C2BoySed+2] 

 No, that’s enough.   [C2BoySed+1] 

 B) No.      [Inn+1] 

Hot Tube 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Take my top off.    [Sexe+1] [Exh+1] [C2PoolEx+1] 

 B) It’s too risky.    [Inn+1] 

Sidewalk 

3. Choose one: 

 A) I need to know.    [C2See+1] 

 B) Nah… That’s her own business. 

Laundromat 

4. Choose one: 

 A) I don’t see why not.    [Sexe+1] [Exh+1] 

 B) Maybe some other time.   [Inn+1] 

Dream 

5. Choose one: 

 A) …spends a loving night with her future… [C2End1+1] 

 B) …experiments with another girl.  [C2End2+1] 

 C) …seduces two boys for fun.   [C2End3+1] 

Note: You will obtain [Perv+1] by default. 
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Coffee Shop 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Not yet, but I’m looking. 

 B) I’m not interested in anything like that… [Inn+1] 

Outside 

Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [Inn] >=2. 

2. Choose one: 

 A) It was kind of exciting being seen by a girl. [Les+1] [Sexe+1] 

 B) I don’t feel any different.   [Sexe+1] 

{Go to #4} 

Note: #3 is only for those who did NOT obtain [Inn] >=2. 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Flash someone outside.   [Sexe+1] [Exh+1] 

 B) Now’s not the time. 

 Note: Sub-Choices will only show if [Exh] >=2. 

 It was kind of exciting being seen… [Les+1] [Sexe+1] 

 I don’t feel any different.  [Sexe+1] 

Delivery Boy 

4. Choose one: 

 A) Tease the delivery body for a minute. [Sexe+1] [Exh+1] [C3Pizza] 

 B) Pay for the food, and not waste time. [Inn+1] 

Note: If you obtained [BHorny] >=2, then [Sexe+1] & [C3BoyTease] & [C3NoPool] 

Else [C3NoPool]. 

Dream 

5. Choose one: 

 A) ….. enjoyed the female attention.  [Les+1] 

 B) …..didn’t really enjoy being stared at. [Het+1] 

Violet & Nick 

6. Choose one: 

 A) I guess I’m pretty open minded.  [Vioc+1] 

 B) I don’t want to do anything out of the… [Viop+1] 
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Bedroom 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Order Pizza now.    [Sexe+1] 

 B) Wait a little while first.   [Les+1] [Sexe+1] 

Cafe 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Follow him. 

 B) Wait here.     [C4VioStanger] 

Violet 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Violet considers the idea.   [C4VioSharing] 

 B) Violet gets mad at his comments. 

Bedroom 

4. Choose one: 

 A) Go outside.     [Sexe+1] [Exh+1] 

 B) Masturbate.     [Inn+1] 

5. Choose one: 

 A) I enjoyed the kiss.    [Les+1] [C4KissEnjoy] 

 B) It was kind of weird.   [Het+1] 

Note: You will obtain [Perv+1] by default.  

Pool/Outside 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Take a detour downtown.   [C5Outside] 

 B) Go swimming at the local pool.  [C5Pool] 
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Outside 

Note: #2 is only for those who did obtained [C5Outside]. 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Give him some entertainment.  [Sexe+1] [C5Touch] 

 B) Say goodbye here. 

Pool 

Note: #3 is only for those who did obtained [C5Pool]. 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Talk to her.     [Sexe+1] [Les+1] 

 B) Maybe another time. 

Pizza 

4. Choose one: 

 A) I’ll call immediately.   [C5PizzaBoy] 

 Give him a tug.    [Sexe+1] [HjCount+1] 

 I’m not ready to try something… 

 B) I’ll wait a bit for someone else.  [Les+1] [C5PizzaGirl] 

Violet 

Note: If you obtained [Vioc+1]>=1 and NOT [C4VioSharing]. {Go to #6} 

5. Choose one: 

 A) Violet accepts their proposal. 

 Violet asks Sophia to join them. [C5VioMff] 

 Violet chooses to swap partners. [C5VioMmf] 

 B) Violet politely declines. 

6. Choose one: 

 A) Send them perverted pictures.  [Exh+1] [C5Pic] 

 B) Hold that thought for now.   [Inn+1] 

Haruka/Luna 

1. Choose one” 

 A) Send it to Haruka.    [C6FrPic] 

 B) Send it to Luna.    [C6LunaPic] 
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Pool/Park 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Soak in the pool at home. 

 Invite him over and help him out. [Sexe+1] [HjCount+1] [C6PoolHj] 

 Ignore him. 

B) Go for a stroll in the park.   [C6ParkGirl] 

Movies 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Move towards one of their crotches.[Sexe+1] [HjCount+1] [BHorny+1] [C6TheaterHj] 

 B) Stop the thought.    [Inn+1] 

Josh 

4. Choose one” 

 A) Move closer to Josh.   [Sexe+1] [HjCount+1] [FjHorny+1] [C6JoshFj] 

 B) Keep watching TV. 

Connor 

Note: #1 is only for those who did obtained [Les+1] <7. 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Have fun with Connor.   [Sexe+1] [BjCount+1] [C7ConnorBj] 

 B) Maybe another time. 

Pool 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Go to the public pool’s locker room. 

 Have fun with her.   [Les+1] [Sexe+1] [C7LockerLes] 

 Hold back.    [Inn+1] [C7LockerTalk] 

B) Cool down in her backyard pool. 

 Invite the pervert over.  [Sexe+1] [BjCount+1] [C7PoolBj] 

 This is going too far.   [Inn+1] [C7PoolInn] 

Cafe 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Talk to Luna.    [Les+1] [C7LunaTalk] 

 B) Talk to Lucas.    [Het+1] [C7LucasTalk] 
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Note: #4 is only for those who did obtained [C5VioMff] OR [C5VioMmf]. 

4. Choose one: 

 A) Violet decides to swap partners.  [C7Viommf] 

 B) Violet decides to play with Sophia.  [C7VioLes] 

1. Choose one: 

 A) Let Violet continue.    [Sexe+1] [Les+1] [C8VioKiss] 

 B) Brush her off. 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Invite Josh over. 

 Have some fun with Josh.  [C8Josh] 

o Blowjob climax.  [Sexe+1] [BjCount+1] [HjCount+1] 

o Titty climax.   [Sexe+1] 

 Ignore his staring.   [Inn+1] 

 B) Go for a walk.    [Les+1] [C8Mia] 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Request a male delivery…   [Sexe+1] [BjCount+1] [C8PizzaBoy] 

 B) Request a female delivery…   [Sexe+1] [Les+1] [C8PizzaGirl] 

 C) On second thought…   [Inn+1] 

4. Choose one: 

 A) Give Haruka a kiss.    [Sexe+1] [Les+1] [C8FrKiss] 

 B) Say goodnight. 

5. Choose one: 

 A) Examine each other.   [Sexe+1] [Les+1] [C8LunaUndress] 

 B) Finish getting dressed. 

6.  
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